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Necessary and sufficient conditions for strict stationarity and invertibility are found for one- 
parameter bilinear models. These conditions involve the expectations of the logarithms of the 
absolute values of the input and output sequences. 
1. Introduction 
A time series {x,} will be said to be simple bilinear if xt satisfies an equation of 
the form 
xt = Et + @t-k&-l, k,bO u> 
where {Et} is a nor-trivial strictly stationary, weak-mixing sequence of random 
variables. It is of in,portance to know whether there exists a strictly stationary 
process (xt}, which satisfies equation (1) and which is measurable with respect to 
S$, the a-field generated by {Et, EtV1,. . .I, for then can the properties of {x,) be 
determined from those of {Et}. We show that under the condition 
~llnl4I < 00 
a necessary condition for strict stationarity is 
E lnl&tI + lnlp 1 S 0, 
while a sufficient condition is 
E lnl&tl + lnip I< 0. 
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Under’ further conditions on {Ed}, it can be shown that condition (2b) is both necessary 
and sufficient. 
Another problem of importance is invertibility. Equation (1) will be said to be 
invertible if Ed can be represented as a measurable function of %&, the a-field 
generated by the stationary sequence {x,, ~~-1, . . . }. Since the only relevant assump- 
tion made concerning {F~} for the stationarity of {x,} is ergodicity, it may be easily 
seen that a necessary condition for invertibility is 
E lnlx,l + lnl/3 1 S 0, (34 
while a sufficient condition is 
E lnlx,[ + l&3 I< 0. (3b) 
(Note: If eq. (1) is invertible, and (Ed} a sequence such that E(~~l%$--l) =0, with 
&:)<a, then -c~ is the innovation, and PE+~x~- 1 the best one-step ahead predictor 
in the least squares sense.) 
Pham and Tran (1980) have considered the problem of invertibility, while these 
authors as well as Subba Rao (1978) have examined second order stationarity. The 
assumptions made in this paper however are much less restrictive and the results 
do not depend on independence or moment restrictions. 
2. Strict stationarity 
Theorem 1. Under the conditions that (EJ is a non-rrivial stationary weak-mixing 
sequence of random variables, with Elln \tr,/ < 00 there exists a stationary solution to 
(l)iflnI~I+Eln~~~~<O,andonlyif ln~PI+Eln#~O. 
Proof. Assume firstly that In 1~1 +E l&,1 = --cy c 0. 
From eq. (I), we have 
(4) 
for each r = 0, 1,2,. . . . Define the sequence {Trlk by To = er, Tr = 
PrU-Ir-’ i=o Ft.-k-i,} Et-r/, and let Sr =C:=, Ti. NOW, 
inlTrj=r{lnipl ’ r ’ +; scj lnl~z--k-id +ln[(?,-dl. .- I I 
Thus, 
&lTri s In IP~+E lnl&ll = --cy ~0 
r 
(by the ergodic theorem) 
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and 
ITI r 1’r “s1, exp(-a) c 1. 
Note that if {Ed} were merely ergodic, the sequence (El-k-i,; j = 0, 1, 2, a . .} would 
not necessarily be ergodic. The weak-mixing of {Em} is thus seen to be almiost 
necessary. Take any realisation (TF } for which convergence holds. Then given 
6 > 0 such that S + exp(-a) <p < 1, for some p, we can find & such that 1 T: 1-c pr, 
Vr > &. Hence ~~=, ITT I, and consequently Cl=-, TT converge as r + 00, showing 
that Cl=, Ti converges almost surely as r + 00. It is trivial to see that xI = lim,.,, S;- 
satisfies (l), and {x,} is a stationary and weak-mixing process. 
To show the necessity of the second condition, we shall examine a conditional 
probability distribution function of a stationary process {A[} satisfying (l), but with 
In lp I+ E InI&, I> 0, deriving a contradiction. 
Let { y,(x)} denote a time series generated by (111 from t = 1 with y&) = x and 
{Ed, y,(x); t s 0) considered known constants and with Ed f 0, t = 1 -k, . . . , 0. Then, 
for x f x’, 
where the subscript jr is the product of j and 1. But 
lnl/3l+r-’ C lnl&j,-~l : llIlPI+E lnl+a >O. 
i=I 
Thus In IY,LX) - J&‘)I = 00, and either Iyrl(x)I or !~y,-l(x’\( (or both) diverges almost 
surely to cx>, and there is at most one x E R for which Iy,l(x*)J does not diverge to 
00. However, each realisation of {x,1} coincides with some sequence {yrl(x)), and 
since the divergence occurs almost surely, {x,} cannot be stationary unless ~0 = x*, 
almost surely, which would imply that {x,} is trivial at x9, almost surely. This would 
in turn impiy that {Ed} were trivial. Hence there is no solution to (1) if In IpI + 
E In le,l > 0. 
Theorem 2. Undes the conditions stated in Theorem 1, together with the assumptions 
that (EJ is an independentsequence with E(lnle,j)* < 00, the condition lnlpj + E lnl&,l< 
0 is both necessary and suficient for the existence of a sMonary solution to t 1). 
roof. Suppose In /PI + E In Je,l = 0. Then, using tht: notation introduced in 
Theorem 1, -ye have 
lnlyrl(x) - yrr(x')l = i 6; + In Iyob) - YdX')L 
I=1 
where 6 = h#l+ Inl&g-k 1, making {&} an independent sequence of identically dis- 
tributed random variables with mean zero, and finite variance, say cr’. Thus 
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C,‘=, T,/(c&) converge:: in distribution to the standard normal distribution, and 
/zi__, ejl s 00, with lirn,,, xi_, & having equal probabilities of being + 00 or --00. _
Using the same argument as in Theorem 1, it is easily seen that {x,} cannot be 
stationary. Thus the condition In Ipi + E InIs,\ < 0 is both necessary and sufficient. 
The hollowing examples are considered, illustratirrg the use of Theorem 2. 
(i) {et} - N(0, cp2). Then 1nIpI +E lr&l= lnlflal - $(y +ln 2), where y is Euler’s 
constant 1Thus there is a stationary 
1.8874. 
(ii) {Ed}- U(--(u/2, a/2). l&3 
where o2 = a2/12 = E(&. Thus 
e/J3 + 1 S694. 
(iii) {F~} - Cauchy (0, cu), i.e., 
solution to (1) if a.nd only if alPI< J2 exp(y/2) + 
+ E In IEJ= lnlafil-ln 2 - 1 = In 1243&-ln(2e), 
the condition reduces to Qrlpl< 2e, or uIPI< 
J 
Y 
P(&,ax)= 
ff 
-_oo fl(a2+ U2) 
du. 
1nlPl + E In/&,) = InlaQI, and the condition is then (Y IS\< 1. 
(iv) {et} has E(E:) = K’. E l&( = ;E In{& 4.; In E(E~) = In K. Thus there 
always exists a stationary solution to (I) if KJPJ < 1 a 
3. Invertibility 
The question of invertibility is now seen to be quite trivial. 
Theorem 3. Under tlte condition#s of Theorem 1, together with the assumption that 
there exists a stationary solution (x,) to (l), with E)ln Ix,II < 00, (1) is invertible if 
In 1pl.t E InIx, < 0, and only if lnlfll + E lnlx,l s 0. 
Proof. Rearranging (l), we have 
Et = xt + (--/3)&-I&t-~. 
Since {x,} is stationary, and hence ergodic (since {Et} is ergodic), Et will be measurable 
with respect o C;e,, the a-field generated by {x,, xt+ . . .}, if lnlfil+ E lnlx,l< 0, and 
only if In I&? I+ E lnlx,l< 0. 
The evaluation of E ln(xt 1 is, however, difficult, and possibly intractable in general. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to find good sufhcient conditions for invertibility. 
Assume, for example, that {EJ is an independent sequence with finite second 
moment u2 and mean zero, and that I> k. In this case, E(xF) = cr2/(1 --p2&, 
provided /3 202 c 1, and 
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lnlfil +E lnlx,i = S{ln(P’)+E ln(xf )I 
C ${ln(P’) + In E(x: )} 
= $2a21(1 -pZo2). 
Thus a sufficient condition for the invertibility of such a model is olfll< l/42. In 
general, such conditions are nowhere near necessary. Extending the previous 
example, suppose now that {EJ is a Gaussian sequence. It can be shown that 
E lnlx,l = In(c) - f( y + In 2) + $5 ln( 1 + pZx j! ), 
where y is Euler’s constant, and it follows that a sufficient condition for invertibility 
olpl< (2 exp y/( I+ 2 exp Y)}“~ + 0.8836. 
Sharper conditions are indicated by simulation. Eq. (1) may be rewritten as 
yt = qt + yt-lqt-k, (6) 
where qr = @et and yt = px,. The condition for invertibility is now E ln( y,l < 0, or, in 
the above example, 
E ln(l+yf)-y-In 2+ln(p’aZ)<O. (7) 
Eq. (6) was used to generate {yt}, t = 1,. . . ,5000, for the values 0.85 +O.Olj, 
j=O,. . . ,2O of the parameter &I, with k = 1 and I = 2, taken without any loss 
of generality. E ln(l+ y:) was estimated by (l/5000) Cjpyln(l+ yf), and the 
experiment carried out thirty times. It was found that the left-hand side of (7), 
with E ln(1 -t y:> replaced by its estimate, was less than zero on every experiment, 
for all values of ~1~1 less than or equal to 1.03, indicating that all sunerdiagonal 
simple bilinear models (i.e., k < I) which are second-order stationary (a//3/ < l), are 
also invertible. 
4. Conclusion 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the stationarity and invertibility of simple 
bilinear models have been found, but it is conceivable that similar conditions for 
more complicated models will be much more difficult to obtain. It has been seen 
that invertibility is not a stochastic phenomenon, as claimed in [ 13, but is a zero-o 
phenomenon. 
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